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A PORTRAIT OF THE SPANISH MOMENT AND ITS SCENARIOS: SPAIN DEFINES 
THE ECONOMIC CRISIS AND CONFRONTS A NEW POLITICAL REFORM 

The official visit of the Spanish President, 
Mariano Rajoy, to Brazil and Uruguay from 24th 
to 26th of April shall prove to be particularly 
significant because he will attempt to enrich the 

negotiations between the European Union and Mercosur 
at a time when the Spanish Government has joined the 
so-called hard nucleus of the EU –Germany, France and 
Italy– and assumed the need for it to continue moving 
full speed after resolving the negotiated departure of 
the United Kingdom and some of its Member Countries 
explicitly outline the most realistic way to adjust their 
rhythms to the integration process both economically 
and politically sought by the Union’s heavyweight States, 
60 years after the founding Treaty of Rome. 

Latin America takes on a new dimension given the 
current circumstances surrounding the European 
Union. Donald Trump’s presidency with a commitment 
towards protectionism, contrary to regional free trade 
treaties –including the one being negotiated between 
the United States and the EU– force the members of the 
Union to go to great lengths to achieve new partners and 
alternative markets. To the extent that all of the Member 
Countries, that have joined the European project of 
unity, can continue maintaining 25 percent of the 
world’s GDP and overcome the current conditioning 
factors that tied it with the United States, in detriment of 
other options including the Ibero-American countries.

The Euro-skepticism inherent in the populism emerging 
in the European Union (Holland, France, Poland, Italy 
and, to a lesser extent, Germany) and the rising outbreaks 
of nationalism, isolationism in the United Kingdom –as 
in Great Britain and Northern Ireland– foster Mariano 
Rajoy’s suitability as the ambassador of the EU in Latin 
America, due to that the expressions of Europhobia are 
not socially or politically relevant in Spain and because 
Mariano Rajoy is the only leader in the Union’s four major 
countries who, at least temporarily, enjoys stability and has 
no set date for facing electoral processes which would be 
decisive in the immediate continuity of their governance.

Nonetheless, the President of the Spanish Government 
will be arriving in Brasilia and Montevideo with relative 
political solidity. Between 2014 and 2017, there have 
been a series of political disruptions in Spain which are 
altering the linear route of the democratic system that 

started off with the approval of the 1978 Constitution, 
yet not always or not necessarily in a negative manner. 
Under Rajoy’s mandate –as a fully operative government 
from December 2011 until December 2015, as an interim 
government until 2nd November 2016 and since then again 
as a fully operative government– there have been some 
decisive events in Spain:

Succession in the Crown. The abdication of King 
Juan Carlos I de Borbón y Borbón in June 2014, and 
the subsequent proclamation of Felipe VI, the heir to 
the Crown by constitutional mandate.

Two new political forces . The rise, first in the 2014 
European elections, then in the May 2015 autonomous 
regional and municipal elections, in the general 
elections on 20th December of that same year and in 
those on 26th June 2016, of two new political forces: 
Podemos (called Unidos Podemos in 2016) left wing 
party, which fits very well into the model of authors 
who inspired the populism seen in some Latin 
American countries, and Ciudadanos who define 
themselves as centrist progressive liberals. These 
emergences –which account for more than 100 of the 
350 seats in the Congress of Deputies– have broken 
the traditional imperfect two-party system in Spain. 
(Figure 1 and 2).
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Figure 1. 2011 – 2015 election results (000).
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[The] isolationism in the 
United Kingdom (...) foster 

Mariano Rajoy’s suitability as 
the ambassador of the EU in 

Latin America

Consolidation of the sovereigntist process in 
Catalonia. The appearance, in 2012, and later 
consolidation of what is known as the sovereigntist 
process in Catalonia which, with considerable force, 
is demanding a referendum on self-determination 
and which is supported by Podemos –as they support 
a constituent process that recognizes the State as 
pluri-national and subjects the form of the State to a 
binding consultation vote.

Two elections. The unprecedented organization of two 
legislative elections in a period of only seven months 
(December 2015 and June 2016), 
the also unprecedented failed 
investitures of the ex-general 
secretary of the PSOE party, 
Pedro Sánchez (March 2016) 
and Mariano Rajoy (September 
2016) and the Parliament’s 
designation of the latter in a 
second investiture session as 
President of the Government in 
November of last year. 

Minor governmental support. The Spanish 
Government is supported in Congress for the first 
time since the 1978 Constitution by only 137 seats 

(of 350) because of the support for the President’s 
investiture by the 32 Ciudadanos members of 
Parliament and one from Coalición Canaria as well 
as abstentions by the socialist parliamentary group 
which holds 85 seats.

Crisis in the left party. In October 2016, there was a 
serious crisis in the socialist party Partido Socialista 
Obrero Español (PSOE) as its Federal Committee 
removed the party’s secretary general, Pedro 
Sánchez, from power following major discrepancy 
over how to vote during Mariano Rajoy’s investiture. 

During this PSOE party meeting 
–the most important one 
between congresses– the decision 
was made for the socialist 
members of Parliament to abstain 
during the conservative leader’s 
investiture and a Governing 
Committee was immediately 
formed which called for primaries 
(scheduled for 21st of May coming 
up) to choose the new secretary 

general that is to be voted upon at the organization’s 
39th Congress in the month of June.

In this situation of scarce parliamentary support, 
Mariano Rajoy has experienced at least four serious 
parliamentary defeats on crucial issues: the so-called 
Catalan issue remains open with the ordinary jurisdiction 
having to intervene due to disobedience by secessionist 
leaders of Constitutional Court rulings and the 
opposition –PSOE, Unidos Podemos and some nationalist 
groups– are also aiming to reverse some of the structural 
reforms demanded by the European Commission 
such as the labor reforms which, if successful at such 
reversal, would alter the relationship between Madrid 
and Brussels. For the time being, the Spanish President 
intends to keep the political situation frozen –insisting 
that he will not again convene elections despite being 
able to do so as of this May– until after the occurrence 
of three different events: a) the presidential elections 
in France in May and June, b) the primary elections 
in the PSOE party in May, which will determine the 
characteristics of the socialist opposition in the current 
legislature, and c) the elections in Germany to be held in 
the autumn.
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Figure 2. Vote migration, General Elections 
2011-2015.
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After seeing the results of these electoral processes, 
Mariano Rajoy will make a decision as to whether the 
legislature will be stretched out as much as possible 
with an extension of the 2016 General Budget (his has 
been the only Spanish Government to pass five budget 
acts in four years of their mandate) and a paralysis of 
all legislative initiatives that do not reach sufficient 
consensus in the lower Chamber. The President of the 
Spanish government’s determination 
will also depend on the country’s 
social and economic performance. 
Spain’s unemployment rate remains 
resistant (20 percent), especially as 
concerns long-term unemployment 
(57 percent of all unemployed); 
however, the economic growth 
(between 2.5 and 3 percent) is enabling 
jobs creation yet mostly temporary 
and with seriously devaluated salaries 
(Figure 3). The expectation is for 
unemployment to drop in 2017 to 17 percent. These data 
feature structural components of the Spanish economy –a 
high percentage of the GDP is opaque– which the market 
will have a difficult time absorbing. 

Spain is experiencing the sad phenomenon of working 
poverty due to wage cuts which explain the increase 
in productivity and, as a result, increased exports. It is 
still more than three percentage points from the GDP 

in payroll in comparison with the years prior to the 
crisis (2007 and 2008). In this context, the increase in 
inflation (2 percent) which affects internal demand 
(Figure 4), consumption and the buying power associated 
with salaries and pensions must be highlighted. Along 
with unemployment –a problem that, according to 
recurrent surveys by the Centre for Sociological Research, 
continues to be the main concern of its people– the 

rampant political corruption has 
placed Spain in the worst position 
in the International Transparency 
ranking, falling from 36 to 41– the 
Spanish economy reflects two very 
serious risks. On the one hand 
is the heavy State indebtedness 
which already exceeds 100 
percent of the annual GDP which 
produces extraordinary financial 
expenditure recurrence; on the 
other hand, a demographic 

recession which, along with a high life expectancy, 
unemployment and low salaries, has brought the 
exemplary Spanish pension system into a state of 
precariousness that is challenging the Government and 
the various political groups to find efficient solutions. 
Finally, the financial rescue requested by the Spanish 
Government in June 2012 has made it possible to radically 
reform the savings bank sector and push the worst 
omens away from the Spanish banking system.

The financial rescue (...) has 
made it possible to radically 

reform the savings bank 
sector and push the worst 

omens away from the
 Spanish banking system

Figure 4. Growth in Spanish GDP.Figure 3. Evolution of the job market in Spain. 
2008-2016 (thousand).
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In addition, the good news from the external sector has 
reduced drastically our commercial deficit, being this one 
of the main structural changes of our economy (Figure 5). 

Spain’s present and immediate future largely depend 
on the outcome of European Union events, but also 
on internal political and institutional reforms because 
the 1978 constitutional system is already in need of 
substantial reforms that affect the territorial model –the 
federalization of the autonomous region system as 
concerns the functions of the Senate and distribution of 
competencies–, a better way of including Catalonia within 
the nation in response to the sovereignists challenge 
and the adjustment of the Head of State (the Crown) to 
the development of a system that has proven to be more 
complex that the constituents once thought.

It must not be forgotten that the country was operating 
under an interim Government from December 2015 to 
November 2016. Nonetheless, the minority government 
(137 members of parliament out of 350), the fragmented 
leftist forces, the crisis in the Socialist party and the 

sovereignist process in Catalonia do not favor, but 
rather weaken, the possibility of a new constitutional 
consensus and the reform of the current electoral 
law that is so highly demanded. Such is the case that 
Mariano Rajoy –for whom the voting intention with his 
PP party is only a little more than 30 percent in spite 
of which he just revalidated his leadership with 95.65 
percent of the votes by party members at their 18th 
congress held last February– must exercise leadership 
involving mere balancing, low legislative productivity, 
minimal and consensual reforms in an attempt for the 
12th legislature of the Spanish democracy to be the preface 
of another legislative period which, after overcoming 
the disruptions of recent events, re-strengthens the 
constitutional system, reaffirms Europeanism as the 
great national objective, prevents any further emergence 
of populism from the left, avoids populism from the 
right and recovers the major agreements that made the 
transition from a dictatorship to democracy possible and 
culminated in the 1978 Constitution.

There is no doubt that the general lines of a sustained 
and sustainable foreign policy will have to be inserted 
among such major renewed consensuses, particularly 
oriented towards Europe in addition to Latin America, a 
region with plenty of affinities, that does not receive the 
necessary attention and resources due to the persistence 
of historical long-term misunderstandings duly spurred 
by populist demagoguery and the absence of any 
awareness of reciprocal potential to create agreements 
that enhance relations with the Ibero-American 
countries. Relations that, depending on the various 
countries, must be asymmetric but always directed by 
conscientious efforts to build a community of interests, 
values and aspirations that justify statist policies from 
both sides of the Atlantic.
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